Open Communication
Essential to Progress in
Creation-Evolution
Controversy
Dear Editor:
I like the decision of TheAmerican
BiologyTeacherto use its editorialpage

As long as people involvedin the
creation-evolution controversy have
ideologicalcommitmentsthat prevent
their talking to each other, we will
make no progress.Both sides will use
the courts and legislaturesof our land
to decide what will be taught,and the
process of good science will be shortcircuited.Science is a method, whateverelse it is, and if the process of science is bypassed,the conclusions that
result mean very little. Politicalpower
plays arenot the method of science.
Mr.Hoekstramakes severalstatements that are errors of fact. Such
errorsreduce the value of the editorial. For example, ID is said to be "a
marketing ploy by fundamentalists
pushing their favorite son, creationism."This statementcan only be true
if "fundamentalist"
is defined in some
way other than its ordinarymeaning.
ManyID theorists are not fundamentalists. Some are not even Christians.
It may well be true that creationists
who are fundamentalists have
jumped on the ID bandwagon, but
most of the writers favoringthe subject are not fundamentalists. As I
understand it, Michael Behe
(Darwin's Black Box) is a Roman
Catholic;PhillipJohnson (Darwin on

Mr.Hoekstrasays that"Intelligent
Design itself emergedin recent years
by the thoughts of one cell biologist
I think he is here referring to
Michael Behe, whose book Darwin's
Black Box does indeed claim that
Darwinian natural selection cannot
explain a number of cellular structures.ThatID emergedby Behe'sbook
of history.
seems an oversimplification
Many others have been actively
involvedin advocatingthe ID position.
Mr.Hoekstrasays that ID "begsa
designer,"whatever that means, and
then again claims that the "author"
of ID is a bona fide scientist. ID
thinking is as old as the scripturesof
Judaism,Christianity,and Islam,was
actively studied in the works of
William Paley in Darwin's day, and
has been the subject of many
Christian nature films shown in
countless church basements in the
United States and elsewhere.
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In his discussion of the "Mt.
Rushmore analogy," Mr. Hoekstra
refersto someone named Borgman.I
do not know who "Borgman"is.
Perhaps he is speaking of Gutzon
Borglum,the sculptorwho createdthe
Mt. Rushmoremonument.
I have severalreasons for all this
detailed criticism of Mr. Hoekstra's
facts.Forthose of us interestedin continuingto studyand teachaboutevolutionary biology, ID is going to be a
tough nut to crack.They have bright
and well-informedscientists,philosophers, and politicians working to
change science as one step in a program of changing culture.It may be
It maybe simplywrong,
wrong-headed.
but we makea big mistakeif we callID
"silliness"as Mr.Hoekstradoes. If we
aregoing to hold our own with the ID
theorists,we are going to have to be
intellectuallyserious,farmore so than
Mr.Hoekstraappearsto be.
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to speak in favor of the teaching of
evolution on behalf of biology teachers. Many of the editorialshave been
thought provoking and useful to
those of us who teach biology and
those of us who work to influence
public policy on the issue. I thought,
however, that the Guest Editorialby
Bud Hoekstra on Intelligent Design
(ID) in the issue for October, 2002,
was not up to the quality of some of
the other editorialsand actuallymay
do some harm.

Trial) attends a conservative,but not
fundamentalistPresbyterianChurch,
William Dembski is Eastern
Orthodox,and David Berlinskiis not
a Christianat all.
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If we are going to deal with ID,
we need to give up the old bromide
of calling all the opponents of evolution "fundamentalists." Many
friends of evolutionarybiology are
evangelicalChristians,stronglyconservativeyet understandingof the
difference between a scientific
hypothesis and a religiousdoctrine.
They are uncomfortablewith cavalier fundamentalistbashingbecause
it hits close to home and makes
them wonder if they are right to be
evolution'sallies.

and talking ... and what's more listening ... to the deep hopes and

Cooper (2002) begins by challenging the following quote by creationist Morris: "Creationistsand
evolutionistsagreeon real science that is, the nature of the present
world and how it operates.Whatwe
disagree on are our speculations
about the past ... . When properly

understood,both evolutionand creation are outside the bounds of
empiricalscience,and, therefore,are
incapable of scientific proof." The
very carefuluse of wordsin this passage appears to invite ready misinterpretation.
Both evolutionand creationare
indeed outside the bounds of
empiricalscience, but for distinctly
differentreasons. Evolution is not
an exampleof empiricalscience,but
ratherhistoricalscience,but science
all the same. Creation,on the other
hand, does not meet the requirements of the scientificway of knowing because it involves notions
which cannot be tested/falsified
(Popper, 1968), and also because
science deals with the naturalrather
than the supernatural.

fears that generate such negative
feelings about evolution. Mr.
Hoekstra'seditorialis not a contribution to that requirement.

Both evolutionand creationare
also incapable of scientific proof,
but again for different reasons.
There is no explanation in science
Sincerely,
that can be proven absolutely correct,
because furtherevidence may
Donald Cronkite
Departmentof Biology refuteit. At the same time, there are
HopeCollege different types of scientific knowledge, and some knowledge is more
Holland,MI49423
cronkite@hope.edu tentative than other knowledge
(Eastwell, 2002). We are quite certain, for example, that copper is an
electrical conductor, but far less
certain that an asteroid caused
More on Evolution &
mass distinction of the dinosaurs.
When I fly, I really appreciatethat
Creation
the scientific knowledge involved
in aeroplane design is quite reliDear Editor:
able! As has alreadybeen said, creThankyou to Cooper(2002) for ation involves notions that cannot
reminding us that, in addition to
be tested/falsified.
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Going even furtherand linking
these considerationswith a "therefore,"as in the Morrisquote,is inappropriate,because this incorrectly
conveys the notion that evolution
and creationhave a similarlack of
scientific standing (Cooper, 2002),
though, after acknowledging that
scientificinterpretationsof evidence
must be tentative,appearsto go too
far with "and the conclusion that
Darwinwas correctis inescapable"
(p. 431).
Sincerely,
PeterEastwell
Science Time Educational
Consultancy
www.flexi.net.auZ-wilidown
willdown@flexi.net.au
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Facts vs. Theory, Again
Dear Editor:
Becky Bosley'sletter on distinguishing "fact"from "theory"raises
severalserious issues relatedto scientific thought. It is ALWAYS
true
thatwe can only inferwhat has happened in the past, or indeed, at any
event at which we were not present.
This is at the heart of scientific
inquiry! There are many ways to
gain inferencein science, only one
of which is direct experimentation
(hence the historical sciences of
geology, macroevolution,and cosmology march on quite successfully). We also use the power of inference in everydayactivitiessuch as
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Finally,I think that no amount
of sarcasmand expressions of contempt by supportersof evolution is
going to win the day. We need to
understand the reasons that so
much opposition to evolution
exists in the United States, and for
that matterwhy so many associate
themselves with conservative,even
fundamentalist,churches.A power
play to divert anti-evolutionists
from their attempt to get ID or scientific creationism or any other
idea into the biology classroomwill
work in the short term, but in the
end, long-term solutions to this
vexing controversy will require
people of good will sitting down

empirical (experimental) science,
historicalscience is also a legitimate
partof the scientificway of knowing.
A few observations,though,if I may.

